
 

   
 

Creating Instructor Presence through Tone in Online Classes 
Instructor presence is course design that lets students know there is a person on the other end of the 
computer.i There a higher student success rate in online courses when the instructor is seen as authentic, 
empathetic, and engaged with the course.ii In a study, “high rapport” design practices increased class 
pass rate by as much as 25%, especially for students with low GPAs.iii 

High Rapport Practices 
Scheduling warm, encouraging weekly announcements that direct students to assignments, instructions, 
and tips for success are high rapport practices that help cultivate instructor presence in online courses.iv 
Connecting assignments to students’ careers can also help encourage student success.v Inviting students 
to contact you is another way to encourage rapport and dialogue.vi 

How to Achieve a Warm Tone in Announcements  
Instructor tone that is social, friendly, and personal positively impacts student performance in online 
classes.vii Including encouraging phrases in announcements such as those listed below can help create a 
warm tone that helps students succeed:viii 

 “Don’t give up!” 
 “Your hard work will pay off.” 
 “I am happy to help you if you are struggling with the assignment.” 
 “I can tell you put a significant amount of effort into your work, and I appreciate what you did.” 
 “Have a safe weekend.” 
 “Keep studying hard and it will pay off in the long run.” 
 Good luck on the exam!” 

Speech Acts that Comprise Instructor Presence 
Instructor presence is made up of communication that contains both social presence and cognitive 
presence speech acts.ix Including both types of speech acts in course communication can help build 
instructor presence in online courses. 

 Social presence speech acts: accept, react, thank, greet 
 Cognitive presence speech acts: inquire, request, inform, claim, elaborate, manage  
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